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Abstract
As the booming of mobile technologies, handheld Augmented

Reality draws increasing attention. One crucial process is the po-
sition and orientation estimation of the handheld device relative
to a reference coordinate system in order to display the virtual
content accurately upon the real world. An emerging applica-
tion is to integrate multimedia elements (e.g., text, images, sound,
video) in physical real books to enhance the learning process or
provide amusement and interaction. Square markers are popu-
larly used due to their ease-to-use and high accuracy. However,
these markers cause visual discomfort. This paper introduces a
novel pose tracking approach for mobile devices by combining a
tricolored strip, an internal camera and embedded inertial sen-
sors. Furthermore, the application to books is studied. The pro-
posed approach is less intrusive than square markers due to its
reduced size and provides accurate six-degree-of-freedom pose
estimation in real time.

Introduction
Augmented Reality (AR) is a view of the physical, real-

world whose elements are augmented by virtual artificial infor-
mation (e.g., text, images, sound, video). With the aid of ad-
vanced AR technologies, users can better percept, interact with
or manipulate the surrounding real world [1]. As the booming of
mobile technologies, mobile devices are equipped with multiple
sensors, touchscreen display, memory card and powerful compu-
tational capabilities. Together with the popularity and portability,
mobile platforms have become favorable for designing AR ap-
plications on. Handheld AR has become increasingly attractive
in recent years and has been applied in various domains, such as
gaming, tourism, smart space services and education [2, 3].

One specific emerging application field in education is AR
books. According to a study by Marshall et al. [4], readers still
love the physical printed books, even though the electronic books
are getting popular recently. This fact invoked a research study
of applying AR technologies to books to digitally enhance and
augment traditional real books. As an example, Billinghust et
al. proposed the “MagicBook” in 2001 [5], allowing users to see
animated 3D content. An observational study implemented by
Dünser [6] found that, AR books are attractive to users and can
enhance the learning process thanks to the augmented multimedia
content, such as videos, animations.

One crucial challenge in AR is the registration of virtual con-

tent with the real world, that is, the determination of the position
and orientation of the display device relative to the real world,
as it decides if the virtual content is displayed in the proper po-
sition. Fiducial markers are popularly used in the literature due
to their ease-to-use and high accuracy. Besides, they provide ad-
equate patterns. ARToolKit [7] is an representative example of
fiducial markers. These markers are typically made up of a thick
black rectangle or circle shaped border and an embedded pattern
for identification. They are designed to have high contrast to be
easily detected. However, this causes their sensibility to lighting
conditions. Additionally, the size of the markers and the view-
ing angle will also affect the accuracy. One obvious drawback
of these marker-based approaches applied to books is that mark-
ers have to be big enough to provide accuracy results, thus they
take up a certain amount of space in the page. This largely in-
fluences the visual effect or aesthetic. In order to get rid of fidu-
cial markers, some research on markerless approaches has been
made. SIFT [8] and SURF [9] are popularly used for natural
feature tracking. However, they have high computational cost.
Therefore, it still remains a challenge for real-time performance
on mobile devices. Yang et al. proposed a hybrid visual tracking
approach which merges the merits of fiducial marker-based track-
ing and markerless tracking [10]. They use a tiny marker for page
recognition and a random forest for pose estimation. However, no
accuracy assessment is provided.

In this context, the contribution described in this paper is the
proposal and validation of a six-degree-of-freedom camera pose
estimation approach by fusing vision and inertial data. A linear
colored strip is employed as fiducial marker. Unlike the tradi-
tional square or circle shaped markers, this linear marker can be
printed in the page border which causes no interference with the
content and reduces the visual discomfort. The marker is designed
to provide two reference points which are detected with an easy
and fast algorithm. The marker detection results are then fused
with the acceleration measurements from the embedded three-
axis accelerometer to determine the position and orientation of
a handheld device. In the proposed approach, only gravitational
accelerations are extracted and employed to the pose calculation.
As no integration is involved, this approach avoids the severe drift
problem that most inertial sensor-based approaches have. In other
words, our approach is drift-free. The integration of accelerome-
ters contributes to inclination estimation and markers’ 3D position
reconstruction. Thus, the workload of the computer vision task is
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Figure 1. The proposed marker composed of three colors (yellow, magenta

and cyan), providing two reference points P1 and P2.

lightened. The experimental results show that our proposed sys-
tem provides high accuracy and fulfills the real-time requirement.
Page determination can be achieved by some already existed ap-
proaches, such as QR codes [11], number recognition using opti-
cal character recognition [12] or the tiny marker proposed in [10].
This paper is focused on the novel approach to handheld camera
pose estimation and we will not go further into detail about the
page determination.

Marker Design and Detection
The proposed marker is composed of three colors, providing

two reference points, indicated as P1 and P2, as shown in Fig. 1.
In this paper we choose yellow, magenta and cyan for implemen-
tation, but it can be any combination of three different colors. Ac-
cording to the experimental results, the ideal width is 2 mm ∼
10 mm and the length can vary from several centimeters to tens
of centimeters, which is a suitable size for printing on the page
border without any interference with the content.

The objective of the accompanying detection algorithm is to
locate the positions of these two reference points in the image,
which are denoted by (u1,v1) and (u2,v2) respectively. The algo-
rithm is designed taking into account both the color and the shape
of the marker. It is fast, accurate and robust to environment noises.
The reference point detection algorithm is described as follows.

Firstly, the RGB image is converted to Hue-Saturation-Value
(HSV) color space. Then, color segmentation is carried out to
obtain regions of interest (ROIs) for the desired colors. Note
that the three colored rectangles in the marker are successive.
Each of the ROIs is morphologically dilated with a same struc-
turing element. Afterwards, a logic ‘AND’ operation is applied
to the dilated images to get the overlapped regions. The centroids
of the overlapped regions are considered as the 2D locations of
the reference points P1 and P2 in the image. Considering the
noises (similar colors) from the page content or the environment,
there may be other detected overlapped regions. To exactly locate
the marker, the algorithm calculates the percentage of ‘magenta’
(central color) pixels in the segment between each pair of refer-
ence point candidates. This percentage is compared with an upper
threshold of T = 90%, which has been experimentally validated
as a suitable trade-off between the detection rate and imperfect
color perception. Apart from the marker, it is rare to find regions
composed by the three selected colors in the image. Based on this
idea, the algorithm simply chooses the longest candidate pair as
the final result. Algorithm 1 summarizes previous processing.

Pose Estimation Approach
In the previous section, the 2D positions of the two reference

points in the image are located by a straightforward algorithm.
This section gives mathematical derivations of 6-DoF pose from
the marker detection results and the accelerometer measurements.

Algorithm 1 Marker Detection
Input: Captured image I
Output: Reference points’ positions in the image (u1,v1) and
(u2,v2)

1: Capture the image I
2: Convert the image from RGB color space to HSV color space
3: Filter the image using the thresholds for each color and get 3

binary image, Ic(cyan), Im(magenta) and Iy(yellow)
4: Morphologically dilate Ic, Im and Iy separately using a disk

kernel with a radius of 3 pixels
5: Do logic ‘AND’ operation and get Im&Ic = Imc, Im&Iy = Imy
6: Find contours of Imc and Imy, then save centroids of each con-

tour as candidates
7: Check the pixels between each two distinct candidates. If

they are mostly magenta, that is if magenta pixels/all checked
pixels > T , save the pair as one pair candidate

8: Among all the pair candidates, choose the longest pair as the
final result

Firstly, two involved coordinate systems are defined, as schemat-
ically depicted in Fig. 2.

- World coordinate system: This is the global reference sys-
tem used for describing the position and the orientation
(pose) of the camera; its origin is located in the reference
point P1; its X-axis is aligned with the marker’s longitudi-
nal direction; its Y-axis is perpendicular to the X-axis and
aligned with the page border pointing up; its Z-axis is per-
pendicular to the X-axis and Y-axis, following the right-
hand rule.

- Camera coordinate system: The origin is located in the cam-
era optical center. The Z-axis is along the optical axis, and
therefore X-Y axes are parallel to the image plane.

We denote the orientation of the camera by a rotation matrix
R, which represents a rotation from the world coordinate system
to the camera coordinate system. According to the Euler’s rota-
tion theorem, any rotation can be given as a composition of basic
rotations about three axes. These three basic rotations are given by
Euler angles, which are defined as pitch (ψ , rotation about the x
axis), roll (θ , rotation about the y axis) and yaw (θ , rotation about
the z axis), as shown in Fig. 2b. In principle, there are six equally
valid orderings of these three angles. However, there are only two
orderings that are feasible to determine the device’s inclination
from pure accelerometer measurements, as explained in [13]. In
this paper, the rotation sequence yaw-roll-pitch is selected to ex-
press the rotation matrix. Therefore, the rotation matrix R results:

R = Rx(ψ)Ry(θ)Rz(φ) = cosθ cosφ cosθ sinφ −sinθ

sinψ sinθ cosφ − cosψ sinφ sinψ sinθ sinφ + cosψ cosφ sinψ cosθ

cosψ sinθ cosφ + sinψ sinφ cosψ sinθ sinφ − sinψ cosφ cosψ cosθ

 .
(1)

A. Inclination sensing using accelerometers
Assume that the book is laid on a horizontal surface, i.e.,

the Z-axis of the world coordinate system is pointed upward to
the sky. The accelerometer embedded in the device measures the
accelerations on three axes due to the forces applied to the device,
including the force of gravity and external forces. In this paper,
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Coordinate systems. (a) World coordinate system. (b) Camera

coordinate system.

only the gravitational acceleration is isolated and used for pose
estimation. The isolation can be achieved by applying a low-pass
filter. In case of an Android platform, a synthetic gravity sensor
is available since API 9 was released.

The gravitational acceleration measurement is a three dimen-
sional vector indicating the direction and magnitude of gravity,
denoted by ag = [gx,gy,gz]

T . Note that ag is expressed in the lo-
cal accelerometer coordinate system. In the world coordinate sys-
tem, the gravitational acceleration is express as [0,0,g]T , where g
is the value of earth gravitational acceleration. These two vectors
are related through the rotation matrix R as

ag =

gx
gy
gz

= R

 0
0
−g

=

 gsinθ

−gsinψ cosθ

−gcosψ cosθ

 . (2)

Then, pitch and roll angles can be deduced from the mea-
surements of gravitational accelerations as

ψ = arctan
gy

gz
, (3)

θ = arcsin
gx

g
. (4)

B. Pose estimation approach by sensor fusion
The camera pose can be described as a composition of a 3×3

rotation matrix R and a 3×1 translational vector t (the translation

from the origin in the world coordinate system to the camera co-
ordinate system). The objective is to solve R and t at each time
instant.

Let us start with the detected reference points from the im-
ages. A pinhole camera model is adopted and the mapping of 3D
points in world coordinates to 2D points in the image plane can
be mathematically described as

λ

u
v
1

= K(RP+ t) =

 fx 0 u0
0 fy v0
0 0 1

(

r11 r12 r13
r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33

X
Y
Z

+

tx
ty
tz

), (5)

where (u,v) are the coordinates of a 2D point; K is a matrix con-
taining camera intrinsic parameters: the focus length fx, fy and
the principal point (uo,vo); λ is a scale factor.

Firstly, we apply Eq. 5 to the reference point P1, whose co-
ordinates in the world coordinate system is (0,0,0)T and whose
coordinates in the camera frame coordinate system is (u1,v1) and
get

λ1

u1
v1
1

= K(R

0
0
0

+ t) = Kt =

 fxtx +uotz
fyty + votz

tz

 . (6)

Eq. 6 can be rewritten as two separate equations by eliminat-
ing the variable λ1:

u1 = ( fxtx +uotz)/tz, (7)

v1 = ( fyty + votz)/tz. (8)

Then, the term Kt can be substituted as

Kt = tz[u1,v1,1]T . (9)

The reference point P2 is expressed in the world coordinate
system as (D,0,0)T , where D is a known value indicating the dis-
tance between two reference points. Its 2D position in the image
is indicated as (u2,v2). We apply Eq. 5 to the reference point P2
and get

λ2

u2
v2
1

= K(R

D
0
0

+ t) = KR

D
0
0

+Kt. (10)

By substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 10, we can obtain

λ2

u2
v2
1

=

D fxr11 +Duor31 +u1tz
D fyr21 +Dvor31 + v1tz

Dr31 + tz

 . (11)

Eq. 10 can also be rewritten as two separate equations by
eliminating the variable λ2:

u2 = (D fxr11 +Duor31 +u1tz)/(Dr31 + tz), (12)

v2 = (D fyr21 +Dvor31 + v1tz)/(Dr31 + tz). (13)

Please remind that two rotation angles from the rotation ma-
trix R are resolved by accelerometer measurements in Eq. 3 and
Eq. 4. Therefore, in the system of equations composed by Eq. 12
and Eq. 13, there are only two unknown variables, i.e., tz and the
rotation angle θ . Thus, tz and θ can be solved from this deter-
mined system.

As a consequence, the elements tx and ty of the translation
vector can be calculated from Eq. 7 and Eq. 8. Until here, we have
resolved all the parameters of the six-degree-of-freedom pose.
The whole algorithm architecture is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. The architecture of the proposed pose estimation approach by

sensor fusion

Augmentation
Texts and planar images may be abstract for learners to un-

derstand or imagine in spatial domain. However, with the aid of
AR technologies to superimpose supplementary information ren-
dered in a multimedia format, learning or reading can become
easier and more attractive than using a physic book. For example,
AR can enable readers to visualize a world globe upon a 2D world
map or text. Also, it can enhance the learning process of chem-
istry, physiology, astronomy, etc. in an immersive and interactive
way.

A variety of multimedia elements can be integrated in a phys-
ical book:

- 2D content: texts, images, illustrations, hyperlinks, videos
and animations. For example, an animation of how to write
alphabets is helpful for preschool children.

- 3D content: 3D models, animations. In Fig. 4, we give an
example of a 3D tiger model popping up out of a text related
to tigers. Readers can also rotate the book or the display
device to have a 360-degree view of the model.

- Interaction: users are allowed to interact with the physical
world through manipulating the virtual content. For exam-
ple, users can move and place an interactive character to ac-
complish a game.

- Sound: music, audio guide.

Experiments
In this section, the accuracy and the real-time performance

of the propose approach are assessed.

A. Prototype set up
A tablet PC Nexus 10 running on the Android operating sys-

tem is chosen as the AR device. The marker is designed as 19
cm× 0.3 cm ( yellow: 2.5 cm, magenta: 14 cm and cyan: 2.5
cm), which is a suitable size for a A4 page. The image resolution
is set at 640 × 480 pixels.

B. Testing procedure
The pose estimation accuracy is estimated dynamically in

terms of projection errors in pixels, i.e., the displacement of the
augmented object from the real object in the image. We bench-
mark our results to the ground truth generated by OpenCV li-
brary [14], an open source, widely-used and cross-platform com-
puter vision library. OpenCV finds the position of internal cor-
ners of a chessboard using the function findChessboardConers().

Figure 4. An example of a 3D virtual model popping up out of a page.

To set this benchmark up, a chessboard composed of 4 × 3 grids
of 20 mm × 20 mm has been chosen as the physical augmented
object (forming 12 corners). The chessboard is placed in a known
position in the global coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 5b. The
detected positions of these 12 corners by OpenCV are considered
as ground truth. In our proposed system, firstly, the position and
the orientation of the tablet camera relative to the stripe marker
is estimated by fusing vision and inertial data. Based on the es-
timated pose, the 12 corners with known world coordinates are
projected to the image. Then, the root-mean-square (RMS) of the
displacements (in pixels) of the calculated positions of the corners
from ground truth are considered as the average projection error
in the current frame. The whole procedures can be summarized
as follows:

(1) Calibrate the device camera’s intrinsic parameters.

(2) Estimate the position and orientation of the camera rela-
tive to the world coordinate system using our proposed ap-
proach.

(3) Project chessboard corners with known 3D positions to the
image using the estimated camera pose.

(4) Detect the positions of the chessboard corners in the image
using the function findChessboardConers() from OpenCV.
The results are used as ground truth.

(5) Calculate the displacement error of the projected 2D points
from the detected points.

In Fig. 5, two captured examples of the running system are
presented. Based on the estimated camera pose, the origin and
X-Y-Z axes of the world coordinate system are projected in the
image, as shown in Fig. 5a. The comparison of the proposed
system to the OpenCV chessboard corner detection is shown in
Fig. 5b. As we can see, the projected chessboard corners using
our approach are in close correspondence to the detected chess-
board corners.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5. (a) The world coordinate system is projected in the image based

on the estimated camera pose. (b) Accuracy assessment using the corner

detection results from OpenCV as ground-truth. Red circles are the calcu-

lated corners positions and the green circles are the corner detection results

from OpenCV. The yellow circles are detected reference points positions in

the image.

The RMS errors for 400 frames with varying camera mo-
tions and varying distances to the marker are illustrated in Fig. 6.
Then, we calculated the overall RMS error of these 400 frames
and obtained an average projection error of 4.8 pixels. This error
is insignificant for most of the applications.

C. Execution time
Regarding the execution time, an evaluation was carried out

by computing the average time needed for frame capturing, im-
age processing, pose calculation and image visualization. The
OpenCV chessboard detection method (in particular, the function
findChessboardCorners()) has two working modes: a fast check
mode and an adaptive thresholding mode. The fast check mode
runs a fast check on the image to look for chessboard corners and
shortcuts the call if none is found. It drastically speeds up when
no chessboard is observed. Adaptive thresholding mode is ro-
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Figure 6. RMS errors for 400 frames with varying camera motion and

varying distance.

bust to the illumination changes. However, it is time-consuming.
We compared the execution time of the proposed system with the
OpenCV method both in the fast check mode and the adaptive
thresholding mode.

During the experiment, we implemented the three methods
on the same device and calculated the average processing time for
1200 frames. Both the proposed system and the reference system
in fast check mode have achieved 11 frames/s, while the reference
system in adaptive thresholding mode has achieved 2.5 frames/s.

D. Some notes on error sources
When analyzing the error sources of the experiments, the fol-

lowing aspects are considered:

- Imperfect camera calibration: Even though the camera cali-
bration can estimate the intrinsic parameters of the camera,
it is not perfect. Also, all cameras are inevitable to have
some lens distortion.

- Reference point detection errors: These errors are due to im-
age acquisition and the reference point detection algorithm,
such as image noise, sensor spatial quantization.

- Gravitational acceleration measurement errors: All ac-
celerometers suffer from a variety of error sources, such
as temperature, mechanical misalignments, stochastic vari-
ation (random noises) [15].

Conclusions and Future Work
The paper presents a novel hybrid approach to handheld

camera pose estimation by combining marker detection and in-
ertial sensors. An application to AR books is described and ana-
lyzed. The experimental results show that the system is easy-to-
use, fast and accurate, fulfilling the requirements of AR applica-
tions.

Although in this paper the page determination is not imple-
mented, it will be included in the future work. Furthermore, an
AR book with augmented content and interaction will be com-
pleted and related issues, such as UI design, content rendering,
will be studied.
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